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Abstract
We show that in the presence of external fields for which either B˙ext 6= 0 or ∇ × Eext 6= 0 it is
not possible to derive the classical Maxwell equations from an action with only one gauge field.
We suggest that one possible solution is to consider a second physical pseudo-vector gauge field
C. The action for this theory is originally motivated by the inclusion of magnetic monopoles.
These particles play no role in this work and our argument is only based in, that the violation of
the Bianchi identities, cannot be accounted at the action level with only the standard gauge field.
We give a particular example for a periodic rotating external magnetic field. Our construction
holds that at classical level both the vector and pseudo-vector gauge fields A and C are regular.
We compare pseudo-photon with paraphoton (graviphoton) theories concluding that, besides the
mechanisms of gauge symmetry already studied by the authors, the Bianchi identities violation are
a crucial difference between both theories. We also show that the effects in PVLAS experiment
due to the inclusion of pseudo-photons cannot be distinguished from the usual classical induced
electric and magnetic fields due to the standard Maxwell equations. Therefore, although this
kind of optical experiments cannot test the existence of pseudo-photons, they do not exclude its
existence.
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1 Introduction and Conclusion
The existence of a second gauge field (photon), as far as the authors are aware, have been first put
forward in the context of electrodynamics in the presence of magnetic monopoles [1], by Cabibbo
and Ferrari [2]. Later Okun have proposed the existence of massive paraphotons [3] (also known as
graviphotons) which also imply the existence of millicharged fermions [4,5]. The first proposal for
a second pseudo-vector gauge field have further been developed in the context of electromagnetic
duality and theories including magnetic monopoles [6–11]. The second proposal have been mostly
applied to astrophysics [3–5] and more recently to vacuum polarization effects [12–19]. The main
difference between both theories are the transformation properties under the discrete symmetries P
and T of the physical degrees of freedom [7,9]. Although this seems simply a technicality it has very
striking consequences in relation to the Bianchi identities and on mechanisms of gauge symmetry
breaking and mass generation [10,11]. The most easy way to explain this difference between both
theories is to note that the map between both theories presented in [10] is generally non-regular,
i.e. a pseudo-vector regular field configuration corresponds to a vector field configuration that
violates the Bianchi identities, hence non-regular.
In [9] has been shown that upon the inclusion of magnetic charges and currents the singularities
of the gauge field, either the Dirac string [1] or the Wu-Yang fiber bundle [20], can be removed by
considering an extend U(1) × U(1) gauge symmetry. Here we go one step further, we show that
even in the absence of magnetic and electric charge such extended gauge symmetry is necessary
to derive the standard classical Maxwell equations. We start our demonstration by showing that
from the Maxwell action (with only the standard gauge field A) it is not possible to derive the
usual equations in the presence of non-trivial external fields obeying the properties B˙ext 6= 0 or
∇ × Eext 6= 0. External fields with either of these properties violate the Bianchi identities for
the usual gauge field A. Then we show that using the extended actions with two gauge fields A
and C introduced in [8,9] the correct Maxwell equations in the presence of non-trivial background
fields can be correctly derived from a variational principle. We explicitly compute an example that
coincides with the PVLAS experiment conditions [21, 22]. However the effects in PVLAS results
of the inclusion of pseudo-photons cannot be distinguish from the usual classical induced fields
due to the standard Maxwell equations. We conclude that this kind of optical experiments cannot
test the existence of pseudo-photons although they do not exclude its existence. It is not clear
at the moment to the authors what kind of experiment will allow to directly test the existence of
pseudo-photons. This is not necessarily a bad feature of the theory, we recall that the standard
gauge field A was introduced much before experimental evidence of its existence. This was only
achieved in the early sixties due to the works of Aharanov and Bohm [23].
2 Maxwell Equations







where the gauge connection is given in terms of the gauge field A as Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ. The
equations of motion with respect to the gauge field in covariant form are ∂µF
µν = 0 and are
supplemented by the Bianchi identities that hold only for regular gauge fields ǫµνδρ∂νFδρ = 0.
Together these two equations correspond to the usual Maxwell equations. In vectorial form we
have the equations of motion (EOM)
∂µF







and the Bianchi identities (BI)




∇×E = −B˙ .
(3)
In the presence of external fields the usual procedure is to decompose the fields into internal
and external components
Fµν = F¯µν + fµν , (4)
where fµν = ∂µaν − ∂νaµ and F¯ stand for the external fields such that as usual E
i,ext = F¯ 0i
and Bi,ext = ǫijkF¯jk/2. Taking directly the maxwell equations (2) and (3) we can solve them in
the presence of external fields and obtain the induced fields in vacuum. In this way the second
set of the Maxwell equations corresponding to the Bianchi identities will hold that for a time
changing magnetic field an electric field will be induced such that ∇ × Eind = −B˙ext and also
that, for an external space grandient electrical field, a magnetic field will be induced such that
B˙
ind = −∇× Eext. This is a standard result and there is plenty of direct experimental evidence




Trying to deduce the same result from (1) by using the decomposition (4) is hopeless. It is
the Bianchi identities we are dealing with, we readily conclude that it is impossible. So if we
want to derive the same results from an action, both giving a more fundamental framework to
this result and, simultaneously, allowing for a quantum field theory treatment of it, we cannot get
away with keep using the Maxwell action (1). Other possible approaches to implement similar
constructions from a variational approach consist in considering extended Lagrangians where the
gauge connection and the gauge fields are considered independent variables [24]. These approaches
also double the degrees of freedom and the actions are explicitly invariant under electromagnetic
duality which is not, necessarily, a good feature [9].
Here we will use an extended gauge symmetry U(1)×U(1) corresponding to two distinct gauge


























Here we are using the definitions Gµν = ∂µCν − ∂νCµ, fµν = ∂µaν − ∂νaµ, E
i,ext = F¯ 0i and
Bi,ext = ǫijkF¯jk/2. This action was obtained in [9] in order to give a variational description
of electromagnetism that consistently incorporates magnetic monopoles [1] and, simultaneously,
keep the gauge fields regular and is based in the original works of Cabibbo and Ferrari [2]. It is
interesting that the external fields play the role of magnetic currents. However, at the level we
are working, monopoles do not play any role. For generic gauge fields (i.e. the gauge fields can be




















ǫµνδρF¯δρ = 0 ,
(7)
2
with the definitions for the electric and magnetic field [6–9]









we obtain, in vectorial form, the standard Maxwell equations. We further note that for regular
gauge fields a and C the Bianchi identities for each of them hold and the equations of motion decou-
ple because the Bianchi identities for both gauge a and C fields hold ǫµνδρ∂νGδρ = ǫ
µνδρ∂νfδρ = 0.
in the example that follows, the usual Maxwell equations hold with the definitions (8) and the
coupling between both gauge sectors is achieved trough the external fields.
3 An Example
Here we are going to exemplify the above arguments and results by considering a time-dependent
magnetic field such that B˙ext 6= 0 and ∇×Eext = 0. We will consider cylindrical symmetry around
the z axis such that we have a magnetic field rotating with angular frequency ω0
B
ext(t) = B0 [sin(ω0 t), cos(ω0 t), 0]
B˙
ext(t) = ω0 B0 [cos(ω0 t),− sin(ω0 t), 0] .
(9)










where B(0) = Bext stands for the external magnetic field (9). The full solutions of the electric and
magnetic fields are











such that the induced field solutions are
E
ind = B0 [0, 0,− sin(ω0 y) cos(ω0 t)− sin(ω0 x) sin(ω0 t)]
B
ind = B0 [(cos(ω0 y)− 1) sin(ω0 t), (cos(ω0 x)− 1) cos(ω0 t), 0] .
(12)
Given these solutions we can go back to the equations of motion (7) and using the field
definitions (8) write the Bianchi identities for both the exterior vector field A (external photon),
the internal vector field a (internal photon), the internal pseudo-vector field C (pseudo-photon)
and the equivalent vector field C˜ (paraphoton)
external photon : ∇×EextA + B˙
ext
A 6= 0 ,
internal photon : ∇E˙a = ∇×Ea + B˙a = 0 ,
pseudo− photon : ∇E˙C = ∇×EC + B˙C = 0 ,
paraphoton : ∇×EC˜ + B˙C˜ = B˙
ext 6= 0 .
(13)
3
The definitions used for the electric and magnetic fields corresponding to the several gauge fields
A, a, C and C˜ are the same of [9] and we fully list them





internal photon : Eia = f
0i Bia = ǫ
ijkfjk ,
















Here we use the same definitions for the connections as before, i.e. G˜µν = ∂µC˜ν − ∂νC˜µ, Gµν =
∂µCν − ∂νCµ, fµν = ∂µaν − ∂νaµ, E
i,ext = F¯ 0i and Bi,ext = ǫijkF¯jk/2. The map between the





This equation maps regular C into non-regular C˜. We have just presented such an example.
Therefore we conclude that the violation of the Bianchi identities is one crucial difference between
pseudo-photon and paraphoton theories, only pseudo-photons allow to fully describe the classical
Maxwell equations maintaining the gauge fields regular. This fact is due to the Hopf term in
action (6) that, as already extensively explained in [9], explicitly couples the charge of one gauge
group to the topological charge of the other group. Also, as have already been shown in [10, 11],
the mechanisms of gauge symmetry breaking that generate a Proca mass to the standard photon
is only possible for the pseudo-photon.
4 Vacuum Polarization due to the Induced Fields














Here we are using the generalized definition for the gauge connection as introduced in [7, 9], i.e.
Fµν = Fµν − ǫµνδρGδρ/2 and the electric and magnetic fields given by (8).
The non-linear contribution to the radiation equation results in the dispersion relation [27,28]
ω = k(1 + λ± |Q|
2) (18)
where λ‖ = 7ξ and λ⊥ = 4ξ and Q
2 is
Q2 = E2 −B2 + (n.E)2 + (n.B)2 + 2n.(E ×B). (19)



















The first contribution holds the standard result and explains the already existing data [21,22]. The
second contribution have not been considered before, when the laser is aligned with the center of
rotation of the magnetic field (for x = y = 0) it is identically null. The effect will have its maximum
at x = y = n/ω0, for n = 1, 2, . . . ,+∞, and effectively doubles the value of Q
2. The effect in
the total rotation will be approximately a multiplicative factor of ∼ 4. Using the experimental
results and conditions of the PVLA experiment [21] we have a multiplicative factor of ∼ 10−4 in
the rotation per pass which holds an extra rotation per pass of ∼ 3.6 × 10−16 rad. This value is
well within the experimental error of ∼ ±.5× 10−12 rad per pass.
If the experimental accuracy can be increased such effect can become relevant. For instance
increasing the instrumental accuracy by a factor of 10, the optical path by a factor of 10 and
decrease the wave-length by a factor of 10 will make this effect measurable. We note if the laser
is well aligned with the center of rotation the effect is null.
Unfortunately we note that the measurement of this effect does not proof the existence of a
pseudo-photon, the same results are obtained by considering the classical Maxwell equations and
the radiative corrections for both the external and induced fields. Whether this effect is due to
the existence of a pseudo-photon or not is simply a matter of interpretation of such effect. The
good news is that this result does not exclude the existence of pseudo-photons.
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